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as a description of a democratic regime to be used as justification
of the bloody terror which was an integral part of National Socialist
policy.
The lists were opened on October 16. To carry the process
a stage further and get the bill submitted to parliament the
initiative had to be supported by 10 per cent of the electorate;
actually 10-02 per cent voted. This was not victory despite that
unfortunate technical -02 per cent; it was sensibly defeat, for
the total vote polled by the parties sponsoring the initiative was
actually some three millions less than the total vote polled by the
same parties at the last election. Nor could it even have been
represented as victory, had not the press supporting the govern-
ment proclaimed so loudly and so confidently that the necessary
quota could not possibly be obtained. It was to no purpose that
Hugenberg more than hinted that the Socialist minister of the
interior whose duty it was to see to the counting and publication
of the figures would find it easy to do a little "retouching/' or
for less extreme Nationalists to explain that electors had abstained
frow voting because they were confused on the issues as a result
of the equally furious Communist attacks on "tribute slavery."
It was even declared that Communists had swelled the fatal
• 02 per cent; if that had been true, which to the best of our
knowledge it was not, it explained nothing, but merely emphasized
the failure to impress of the shrieking brotherhood.
The highest percentage of votes was in the still docile Nationalist
strongholds east of the Elbe where the agrarians feared financial
loss as a result of the government economy that the Young plan
would necessitate; the Rhineland and Bavaria proper, Hesse,
Baden, and Wuerttemberg were solidly against; in Central Ger-
many the figures were rather better. The "national front" was
all jubilation—in print; "The first battle is won; the war goes
on" was the cry of the precious Committee for the Initiative.
Privately there was utter consternation. The government had won
a resounding victory which they could hammer home in parlia-
ment and in the subsequent referendum; a victory whose extent
the "national" front had never anticipated. The bitter fact remains
that the answer to the call of liberation had resolved itsdf into

